Abstract. Recently, realistic image generation using deep neural networks has become a hot topic in machine learning and computer vision. Images can be generated at the pixel level by learning from a large collection of images. Learning to generate colorful cartoon images from black-and-white sketches is not only an interesting research problem, but also a potential application in digital entertainment. In this paper, we investigate the sketch-to-image synthesis problem by using conditional generative adversarial networks (cGAN). We propose the auto-painter model which can automatically generate compatible colors for a sketch. The new model is not only capable of painting hand-draw sketch with proper colors, but also allowing users to indicate preferred colors. Experimental results on two sketch datasets show that the auto-painter performs better that existing image-to-image methods.
Introduction
Human beings possess a great cognitive capability of comprehend black-andwhite cartoon sketches. Our mind can create realistic colorful images when see black-and-white cartoons. It needs a great artistic talent to choose appropriate colors, also with proper changes in light and shade to create vivid cartoon images. It is not easy for ordinary people to do so. How to automatically paint the sketch into colorful cartoon images is a useful application for digital entertainment. In this work, we are interested in solving this problem by employing deep neural networks with designed constraints to transfer the line draft into specific cartoon style. Practically, the new model can make up for ordinary people's artistic talent and even inspire the artists to create new images. Ideally, readers may have the freedom to choose to generate different style of cartoons based on their own tastes of colors.
Cartoon image generation from sketches can be regarded as an image synthesis problem. Previously, many non-parametric models were proposed [8, 1, 6] by matching the sketch to a database of existing image fragments. Recently, numerous image synthesis methods based on deep neural networks have emerged [20, 13, 7, 16] . These methods can generate detailed images of the real-world, such as faces, bedrooms, chairs and handwritten numbers. As the photo-realistic images are full of sharp details, the results may suffer from being blurry [12] , noisy [7] and objects being wobbly [2] . What's more, the outputs of the network are hard to be controlled because the generator samples from a random vector in low dimension and the model has too much freedom. Several recent approaches have explored the applicability of controllable deep synthesis in different applications, for instance, the super resolution problem [11] , semantic labels tagging for objects [4] , grayscale image colorization [25] . Especially the sketch-to-image problem [21] , the control signals are relatively sparse, more ill-posed than colorization problem based on grayscale, it requires a model to synthesize image details beyond what is contained in the input. The network should learn the high frequency textures for the details of the scene elements as well as high-level image styles.
In this paper, we propose a learning model called auto-painter that can automatically generate painted cartoon images from a sketch based on conditional Generative Adversarial Networks (cGANs). The cartoon images have more artistic color collocations (e.g. green hair, purple eyes) that may require more constraints in modeling. Constraints including total variance loss, pixel loss and feature loss are used in training the generator in order to generate more artistic color collocations. We also introduce the color control for the auto-painter based on [21] to allow users paint their favorite colors. Figure 1 shows an example of generated cartoon images from a sketch, the results of auto-painter (with and without color control) are compared to the ground truth in the middle. 
Related Work
Generative Adversarial Networks Generative adversarial networks (GANs) were recently regarded as a breakthrough in machine learning [7, 16] , it consists of two 'adversarial' modules: a generative module G that captures the data distribution, and a discriminative module D that estimates the probability that a sample came from the training data rather than G. Both G and D could be deep neural networks. In image synthesis with GANs, the generator attempts to produce a realistic image from an input random vector to fool the simultaneously adversarial trained discriminator, which tries to distinguish whether its input image is from the training set or the generated set. It corresponds to a minimax two-player game. The generator has benefited from convolutional decoder networks, it can go back to the work using deep convolutional decoder networks to generate realistic images. Conditional GANs GANs are unconditioned generative models that learn a mapping from random noise vector z to output y: G : z → y. In contrast, conditional GANs (cGANs) learn a mapping from observed input x and random noise vector z, to y: G : {x, z} → y [14] . Several works studied different cGAN where the generator is conditioned on inputs such as text [17] , labels [5] and other forms of the images [10] to generate 'fake' images. The discriminator needs to distinguish the authentic and fake pairs of images [17] . In this paper, both of generator and discriminator are conditioned on the input sketch in order to get a better supervised performance. Image-to-image The 'pix2pix' method proposed in [10] is a 'U-net' architecture [18] to deal with general image-to-image transfer which allows the decoder to be conditioned on encoder layers to get more information. They investigated different kinds of image-to-image transfer tasks that include transforming the image of daylight to night, produce city images from map, and even synthesize shoes and handbags from designer's sketches. Sangkloy et al. [21] proposed the 'scribbler' by allowing users to scribble over the sketch to indicate preferred color for objects. In our model, we also introduce the function of interactive color control to generate different style of cartoon images.
Method
Auto-painter is a supervised learning model, given a black-and-white sketch, the model can generate a painted colorful image based on given sketch-image pairs in the training data. We employ a feed-forward deep neural network as generator to get a quick response in test. The generator takes the sketch as input and outputs a colorful cartoon image of the same resolution at pixel-level.
Network Structure
Many previous solutions [3, 21, 23 ] used a pure encoder-decoder network. The input goes through a series of down sampling steps to a lower dimension, then gets some non-liner transformation with a fully connected layer, and finally gets up sampling to the present output size. Such a structure may cause information loss when passing through layers. Especially in the sketch-to-image problem, we need to keep the edges as the most important information from the input to ensure the quality of the output image. Instead of the encoder-decoder structure, we employ the 'U-net' [18] , by concatenating layers in encoder to the corresponding layers of decoder. As we can see from Figure 2 , in order to decoding out low-level information of sketch, we concatenate encoder layer A to the decoding layer A for generating the final colorful cartoon image, where A contains the sketch edge information and A mainly contains trained color painting information.
Fig. 2:
Left-hand side: the U-net structure of generator: the yellow blocks represent layers in encoder, and blue blocks are decoder layers. In each layer of decoding, the corresponding layers of encoder are concatenated to current layer to decode the next layer. E.g., B and B are concatenated to obtain A through deconvolution. The right-hand side figure is the patchGAN discriminator: input of discriminator is either the pair of sketch (yellow block) and real target image (red block), or the pair of sketch and generated image (blue block).
The discriminator only has the encoder units comparing to the generator, it aims to classify whether the input sketch-image pair is 'real' or 'fake'. The network is trained to maximize the classification accuracy. As we can see from Figure 2 (right), the output of the discriminator is a matrix of probability, in which each element gives the probability of being real for a pair of correspond patches sampled using Markov random field or PatchGAN [10] . In our research, we take the patch size of 70 × 70 and output a probability matrix of 30 × 30. The convolutional layers between the input and the output extract the high-level features of the input pairs.
Loss Function
The task of auto-painter is similar to colorization [9] but much harder, because a gray scale image has more information than a simple line sketch. Facing this ill-posed problem, we may need more constraints for better performance. The cGANs learn a mapping from observed x and random noise vector z to the output image y. The objective (loss) function of general cGANs can be expressed by:
where the generator G tries to minimize the objective function while an adversarial D tries to maximize it. As for the auto-painter, we update the weights of the encoder-unit in discriminator to maximize V (G, D), while x is the input sketch, y is the target (the colored cartoon image) and G(x, z) is the generated image. The discriminator D outputs the probability to classify the 'real' and 'fake' input pair as mentioned in Section 3.1.
The generator is simultaneous trained to minimize the generative loss:
where we provide a Gaussian noise z as an input of generator, in addition to x. The adversarial training encourages more variations and vividness in generated images. Previous approaches of conditional GANs [10, 15] have found it beneficial to mix the GAN objective with a more traditional loss functions. In this paper, we also use the L 1 distance to describe the pixel-level loss L p in our model:
L p represents for the difference between the generate image and the ground truth at pixel level. Except for the pixel loss, we also employ a pre-trained Visual Geometry Group net (VGGnet) [22] to extract high-level information of the image. The feature loss L f is defined as the L 2 distance in a feature space:
φ j is the activation function of the jth layer of the 16-layer VGG network (VGG16) pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [19] . In this paper, through the trail study, we choose the outputs of the fourth layer of VGG16 (j = 4). In order to avoid a color mutation in the output, we also add a total variation loss L tv . For the L tv can constrain the pixel changes in the generated results and encourages smoothness [11] .
Finally, the objective function is defined as the following:
where w p , w f , w G and w tv are the weights for loss functions we discussed above. We adjust them to control the importance of each part. This loss function ensures that the generated image contains both pixel level details of sketch as well as high-level information of painted colors. By minimizing this objective function, we can learn complex correlations between sketch and its associated painting style.
Experimental Studies

Datasets
In order to train the auto-painter model, we collect a large number of cartoon pictures from the Internet with a crawler. Previous researches [21, 25] prefer lower resolution for the synthetic images. To be more practical as most cartoons are in higher resolution, our training images are all resized to 512 × 512. This will increase the difficulty of training, but we deepen the neural network and use more constraints to stabilize the training. It is not easy to find paired sketch-image cartoons for training, we employ the boundary detection filter XDoG [24] to extract sketches. By adjusting parameters γ of the XDoG, we can obtain sketches with different levels of details (e.g, see Figure 3 ). We include all four types of sketches in training. All the data will be available to public at the final version of this paper. After preprocessing (resize, truncate to squared images and extract sketches), two cartoon datasets are obtained: Minions and Japanimation. Minions contains 1100 pictures of different colored minions. Japanimation contains 60000 pictures of Japanese anime, and most of them are characters. We take 90 percent of data for training and 10 percent for test. Fig. 3 : Generated black-white sketches using XDoG filter [24] . From left to the right: the parameter γ is set to 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99 in order to obtain sketches with different level of high-frequency information.
Evaluation Metrics
It is well-known that evaluating the quality of a synthesized image is an open and difficult problem [25] . The traditional metrics such as per-pixel mean-squared error can not assess high-level features of the output image. In order to evaluate the visual quality of the auto-painter and compare to the pix2pix model, we design a test called 'like vs dislike' inspired by the 'real vs fake' test for evaluating realistic image synthesis models in [10, 25] . Because the ultimate goal of the auto-painter is to produce favorite cartoon images. Volunteers were presented with a series of painted images generated by different algorithms and asked to choose the best one and the worst one. In this research, we design this evaluation metrics mainly to analyze the effect of the different parts of the loss function. Unlike [25] , we post four pictures simultaneously for two seconds and complete the evaluation of all four algorithms instead of evaluating them one by one. This allows the participants to conclude after a more comprehensive comparison. No feedbacks are given during the test because all images are generated 'fake' ones, and there is no prejudice on auto-painter' s results. In our paper, 55 volunteers were asked to take part in the evaluation.
In order to quantify the evaluation, we define the popularity index as the following: for the i th picture generated by the j th algorithm, the popularity pop ij is define by: pop ij = log( ) represent the number of subjects who choose 'like(dislike)' on this picture ij . c is set for smoothness. Therefore, the popularity of j th algorithm is:
We consider both pop j and pop ij because for different kinds of sketches, a specific algorithm may output different quality images. The variance of pop ij represents for the stability of an algorithm j.
Experimental Results
In order to verify the importance of constraints (L f and L tv ) introduced in Section 3.2, we make ablation studies to isolate the effect of each term. The Pix2pix model which has no feature loss and total variation (tv) loss is used as the baseline method to compare to the results of the auto-painter. All the parameters of training details are the same including the random seeds, learning rate, epoches and the batch size. The only difference are the objective function and the detail weights are shown in Figure 4 . It also gives qualitative results of these variations on the Minions. Without tv loss (w tv = 0), the result images tend to dissolve to background and look messy. If we set w f = 0, which means we do not consider the feature loss, the details of result image become blurry. The relative importance of L p and L G have already been discussed in [10] . Considering both terms together may produce quality results. Table 1 show result comparisons of the pix2pix model [10] , pix2pix +tv loss, pix2pix +feature loss and the auto-painter. From the table, we can see that auto-painter is the most popular algorithm among all candidates while pix2pix is the worst. Adding a tv loss improves the popularity but decreases the stability as the variance is larger. Adding feature loss improves the ability of the system to adapt for diversity of sketches. However, combine the tv loss and the feature loss together we will have the largest popularity and the smallest variance. In summary, autopainter considers all these constraints to fit all sorts of sketches (with or without background, hand-draw or modified) and it can achieve the best performance. Given an input image of resolution 512 × 512, the auto-painter can generate a painted colorful output image within 1 second, which enables instant feedback to design an interactive image editing tools. The auto-painter trained on the Minions provides a tool for users to design virtual images of 'minions style'. As it shown in the left-hand side of Figure 5 , based on the given initial sketch, one can modify the original sketch, the glass or the gesture, etc. It is interesting that even on the simple hand draw sketches, the auto-painter can result in 'minions style' images (right-hand side of Figure 5 ).
Color Controlled Sketch Synthesis
When a gray-scale sketch is transferred to a real-colored photo, the color scheme is relatively fixed because it shows the color of the real-world, such as grass is green, sky is blue and sand is golden. There may be a mass of alternative color scheme in a complex training set. Especially in the cartoon image dataset, the color of a girl's eyes may be green or purple, which is uncommon in the real world. If we take the example of the minions, the model can learn the correlation between the minion shapes and the yellow color. Such correlations are too hard to learn on the dataset like Japanimation. When observing a complex cartoon sketch, different users may prefer different color schemes. But the generator trained with black-and-white sketch can only choose a specific color schemes. So we train a color control model to satisfy different users aesthetic needs. In order to train the auto-painter to recognize color control signals, we can add color block to sketches. We blur the ground-truth image with a Gaussian filter and sample a random number of points at random start locations and grow them to become a color block along the diagonal. It is obvious that each particular color block should not across different color regions , so we put a constraint when growing the block that if the difference between the mean color of the current block and the next sample block exceeds a threshold, we stop the growing.
In the experiment on the Japanimation data set, we need the model to generate more colorful images comparing to the Minions data. Follow the description above, we generate sketches with color control blocks of Japanimation. Figure 6 shows the results of reconstructing Japanimation based on synthesis color control blocks. We can see that for the complicated task, the auto-painter identify the edges of the images successfully and make feasible color schemes based on the color block. The color of the control block is rendered around in a particular region naturally. We also test the model with user input and the colors of the blocks deviate a lot from the colors in the ground-truth image (see Figure 7) . Nevertheless, the auto-painter is able to paint the color in object boundaries and distinguish different parts of the sketch.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the auto-painter model to solve the sketch-to-image problem. Our approach was based on conditional GAN with 'U-net' structure that allows the output image has both low level information of sketch as well as learned high-level color information. We introduce more constraints based on the pix2pix model to obtain better painting performance. We also trained the autopainter to adapt to color control, so that our network can adapt the synthesis Fig. 6 : Results on the Japanimation. The color blocks are generated by random sampling. results to satisfy users with different color taste. Empirical results show that the auto-painter can generate high-quality cartoon images on two given datasets, and
